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THE IMPORTANCE OF THE ROLE OF 2 DIMENSIONAL PICTURES AND 3 DIMENSIONAL VISUALIZATION TO DESIGN OR BUILT A BUILDING

During carrying out professional work at CND Architect, Practitioner get a lot of experience about work in the real world of architects. In implementation, practitioner is guided directly by the Principal Architect and Architect at the company. In practical work, Practitioner have the opportunity to be involved in the Y-House residential house design project, PMI Hospital project in Bogor and Kos in the Alam Sutra. In this project the practitioner assists the tasks of the Principal Architect and Architect. The jobdesk includes drawing in 2D and 3D format, rendering, existing plans, and presentation plans. The purpose of the drawing is to communicate the message and ideas of architects to the owner and contractor, where the contractor’s task is to build real objects according to the wishes of the architect and owner.
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